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A molecular view of cisplatin’s mode of action:
interplay with DNA bases and acquired
resistance†‡

M. Paula M. Marques,*ab Diego Gianolio,c Giannantonio Cibin,c John Tomkinson,d

Stewart F. Parker,d Rosendo Valero,a R. Pedro Lopesa and
Luis A. E. Batista de Carvalho*a

The interaction of the widely used anticancer drug cisplatin with DNA bases was studied by EXAFS and

vibrational spectroscopy (FTIR, Raman and INS), coupled with DFT/plane-wave calculations. Detailed

information was obtained on the local atomic structure around the Pt(II) centre, both in the cisplatin–

purine (adenine and guanine) and cisplatin–glutathione adducts. Simultaneous neutron and Raman

scattering experiments allowed us to obtain a reliable and definite picture of this cisplatin interplay with

its main pharmacological target (DNA), at the molecular level. The vibrational experimental spectra were

fully assigned in the light of the calculated pattern for the most favoured geometry of each drug–purine

adduct, and cisplatin’s preference for guanine (G) relative to adenine (A) within the DNA double helix was

experimentally verified: a complete N by S substitution in the metal coordination sphere was only observed

for [cDDP–A2], reflecting a somewhat weaker Pt–A binding relative to Pt–G. The role of glutathione on the

drug’s pharmacokinetics, as well as on the stability of platinated DNA adducts, was evaluated as this is the

basis for glutathione-mediated intracellular drug scavenging and in vivo resistance to Pt-based anticancer

drugs. Spectroscopic evidence of the metal’s preference for glutathione’s sulfur over purine’s nitrogen

binding sites was gathered, at least two sulfur atoms being detected in platinum’s first coordination sphere.

Introduction

Pt(II) compounds constitute a specific class of DNA-damaging
anticancer agents, cisplatin (cis-(NH3)2PtCl2, cDDP),1,2 carboplatin
and oxaliplatin being currently in clinical use, while numerous
other Pt(II) complexes are being developed aiming at an increased
antineoplastic activity coupled with a lower toxicity and a decreased
acquired resistance.3–5 The anticancer capacity of this kind of
agents is recognized to be due to severe DNA damage through
selective covalent binding of Pt(II) to the purine and pyrimidine
bases (mainly the purines adenine (A) and guanine (G)).6–8

These inter- and intrastrand platinum–DNA adducts are formed
following drug uptake into the cell nucleus, upon drug hydro-
lysis (by sequential loss of the chloride ligands and aquation).
However, despite the success of cisplatin and new generation
platinum-based anticancer agents, acquired resistance is still
one of the main limiting factors for their clinical application.
In particular, endogenous thiols, such as glutathione (GSH,
L-g-glutamyl-cysteinyl-glycine (Glu-Cys-Gly)), are known to inter-
cept this type of compounds due to the high reactivity of Pt(II)
towards S-donor ligands9–12 that may hinder the metal-agent
from even reaching DNA in therapeutically significant amounts.
Rational drug design is based on a thorough understanding of
the drug’s mode of action, as well as of the mechanisms under-
lying acquired resistance. These, in turn, rely on a detailed
knowledge, at the molecular level, of the interactions established
by the newly developed agent with its biological target, and
with other relevant biomolecules that may affect the drug’s
pharmacokinetics.

The lack of good quality crystals for this kind of Pt-based
adducts, has, to this date, hindered its accurate structural study. In
spite of the large number of studies on this subject, including the
newly reported resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) experi-
ment on cisplatin interaction with DNA in aqueous medium,13
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the detailed molecular picture of the drug’s binding to the DNA
bases, particularly the favoured Pt-coordination to the N7 atom
from guanine and adenine, still needs clarification, aiming at
the elucidation of the local environment of the drug’s metal
centre either in the presence of its major target (DNA purine
bases) or of potential inactivating biomolecules (e.g. GSH). The
present study contributes to this goal, by coupling three forms
of vibrational spectroscopy (infrared (FTIR), Raman and inelastic
neutron scattering (INS)) with computational simulations and
extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS). The latter is
a method of choice for obtaining detailed information on the
local structure of bioinorganic non-crystalline materials,14–16

since even the weakest chemical bonds are not affected by
the measurement, and is expected to fully elucidate cisplatin’s
interplay with DNA – its binding mode to adenine and guanine,
and the effect of GSH on the drug’s bioavailability. Indeed, this
technique has been used successfully by other authors15,16 for
the study of the degradation of antitumour Pt(II) complexes in
the presence of sulfur nucleophiles.

Inelastic neutron scattering spectroscopy, in turn, is particu-
larly appropriate to study materials containing hydrogen atoms,
since the scattering cross section for hydrogen (1H) (about
80 barns) is much larger than for most other elements (at most
ca. 5 barns). The neutron scattering cross-section of an element
(s) is a characteristic of each isotope and independent of the
chemical environment. During the scattering event, a fraction of
the incoming neutron energy can be used to cause vibrational
excitation, and the vibrational modes with the largest hydrogen
displacements will dominate the spectrum. Therefore, INS
will be particularly important in solids in which the molecular
units are linked together by hydrogen close contacts, such
as cisplatin, and the lowest-frequency vibrations are those
expected to be most affected.

This study is aimed at achieving a better understanding, at the
molecular level, of cisplatin’s mode of action, regarding its phar-
macodynamics – interplay with DNA – and pharmacokinetics –
glutathione-mediated acquired resistance. The drug’s adducts
with guanine and adenine were investigated, as well as their
glutathione counterparts, with a view to: (i) unequivocally deter-
mine the local environment of the absorbing Pt(II) centre in these
systems, in order to accurately determine their first coordination
sphere content, as well as the metal’s binding preferences
towards these molecules; (ii) obtain experimental proof of the
drug’s preference for guanine over adenine, which has been
suggested to result from the structural difference between the
two purine bases, guanine displaying a carbonyl group allowing
the formation of a stabilizing H-bond that may favor cDDP–G as
compared to cDDP–A; (iii) assess the competition between
reduced glutathione (GSH) and purines for cisplatin, since this
ubiquitous antioxidant is recognized to be one of the main targets
responsible for the in vivo inactivation of cisplatin (acquired
resistance) and induction of toxicity (e.g. nephrotoxicity), due
to the expected higher affinity of Pt(II) for glutathione’s sulfur
over purine’s nitrogens.

The data obtained along this study were interpreted on the
basis of the extensive theoretical and experimental work available

for these systems,13,17–20 including previous data gathered by
the authors (by vibrational spectroscopy and theoretical calcu-
lations) for cisplatin and cisplatin-like agents,21–26 as well as for
guanine,27 adenine28 and glutathione. The detailed knowledge
of the molecular basis of the cDDP–guanine/adenine and cDDP–
glutathione interplay gathered in this work will pave the way for
future studies on other platinum and palladium-based agents
previously characterized by the authors and assessed as to their
cytotoxicity towards several human cancer cell lines.29–37 This
will provide valuable clues for the rational design of novel
cisplatin-like drugs, displaying a higher efficiency, lower toxicity,
decreased acquired resistance and possible oral administration.

Experimental
Chemicals

cis-Diammineplatinum(II) dichloride (Cisplatin, cDDP, Pt(NH3)2Cl2,
498%), potassium tetrachloroplatinate(II) (K2PtCl4, 499.9%),
tetraammineplatinum(II) nitrate (Pt(NH3)4�(NO3)2, 99.99%), adenine
(C5H5N5, 499%), guanine (C5H5N5O, 98%), reduced L-glutathione
(H2NCH(CO2H)CH2CH2CONHCH(CH2SH)CONHCH2CO2H, 498%)
and silver nitrate (AgNO3, 499%) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich Quı́mica S.A. (Sintra, Portugal).

Synthesis

Platinum–glutathione complex. The Pt(GSH)4 complex was
prepared from a K2PtCl4 solution by adding four molar equivalents
of reduced L-glutathione. The final product was obtained in
the form of a yellow precipitate after stirring for one hour at
room temperature.

Cisplatin–purine adducts. Cisplatin–adenine and cisplatin–
guanine adducts were synthesized in 1 : 1 and 1 : 2 molar
ratios (cDDP–G, cDDP–A, cDDP–G2 and cDDP–A2, respectively),
following an optimized synthetic route based on reported
methods.38,39

For cDDP–G2 a 0.2 mmol dm�3 cis-Pt(NH3)2Cl2 solution was
prepared, while for cDDP–A2 a more concentrated 7.5 mmol dm�3

cisplatin solution was used. In an initial step, the hydrolysis of
chloride ligands was induced by adding 1.9 molar equivalents
of AgNO3 while stirring at 40 1C, in the dark, for approximately
one hour. The activated cisplatin solutions were then centri-
fuged at 16 000 rpm for 10 min, AgCl was removed by filtration,
and 1 or 2 molar equivalents of purine base (either A or G) were
added to yield 1 : 1 or 1 : 2 adducts, respectively. These solutions
were stirred for ca. 40 hours at 30 1C, in the dark,40 and then
centrifuged and filtered to remove unreacted purine. The pH
was adjusted to 3.9 for cDDP–G2 and at 5.1 for cDDP–A2. In a
final step, the adduct solutions were concentrated by evapora-
tion under vacuum, followed by lyophilisation, and the solid
products were stored at room temperature, in the dark.

Cisplatin–glutathione adducts. 1 : 1 and 1 : 2 molar equivalents
of GSH were added to a 3.0 mmol dm�3 cisplatin solution, and
stirring was maintained in the dark, at room temperature, for
24 hours. The initial colourless solution became deep yellow
over time (a characteristic colour of complexes containing Pt–S
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covalent bonds41). The cDDP–GSH and cDDP–GSH2 solutions
were then concentrated by evaporation under vacuum, and
lyophilized to obtain a yellow powder.

Titration of cisplatin–purine adducts with glutathione. The
cDDP–G2 and cDDP–A2 adducts were titrated with GSH, by
dissolving approximately 0.1 g of each compound in 180 mL
of water. Reduced glutathione was added, in a molar ratio of
1 : 1 or 1 : 2 (for a partial or a complete titration, respectively).
The reaction mixtures were kept in the dark with stirring,
at room temperature for 24 hours, after which they were

centrifuged at 16 000 rpm, for 10 minutes, and filtered to
remove precipitated adenine or guanine. Finally, they were
concentrated under vacuum, at 30 1C and lyophilized to yield
the solid (white) products.42

Vibrational spectroscopy

FTIR. The FTIR spectra were recorded using a Bruker Optics
Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer, in the 400–4000 cm�1 range, in
KBr disks (ca. 1% (w/w)). A KBr beamsplitter and a liquid
nitrogen cooled Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT) detector

Fig. 1 Calculated structures for the cDDP–G2 and cDDP–A2 adducts: (A) isolated molecule (DFT/mPW1PW). (B) Condensed phase for cDDP–G2 (DFT-PW);
the three-dimensional lattice is shown along the a, b and c unit cell vectors (the atom numbering is included).
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were used. The spectra were collected for 2 minutes, with
2 cm�1 resolution. The error in wavenumbers was estimated
to be less than 1 cm�1.

Raman. The Raman spectra were recorded using a triple
monochromator HORIBA Jobin-Yvon T64000 Raman system
(focal distance 0.640 m, aperture f/7.5), equipped with holo-
graphic gratings of 1800 grooves mm�1. The premonochromator
stage was used in the subtractive mode. The detection system
was a liquid nitrogen cooled non-intensified 1024 � 256 pixel
(100) Charge Coupled Device (CCD) chip. A 901 geometry between
the incident radiation and the collecting system was employed.
The entrance slit was set to 200 mm, while the slit between the
premonochromator and the spectrograph was set to 3.5� 104 mm.
The 514.5 nm line of an Ar+ laser (Coherent, model Innova 305)
was used as the excitation radiation, providing ca. 60 mW at the
sample position.

In order to overcome fluorescence, the spectra of guanine,
cisplatin–guanine and the cisplatin–adenine adducts were
obtained using a RFS 100/S Bruker Fourier transform Raman
spectrometer, equipped with an InGaAs detector. The 1064 nm
line provided by a Nd:YAG laser (Coherent, model Compass-
1064/500N) was used as the incident radiation, yielding
ca. 300 mW at the sample position. The resolution was set at
2 cm�1 and a 1801 geometry was employed.

All experiments were run at room temperature and the
samples (solids) were sealed in Kimax glass capillary tubes of
0.8 mm inner diameter.

INS. The INS intensity of each vibrational transition is
normally expressed in terms of the so-called dynamic structure
factor Si*(Q,nk), which has the simplified expression, for a
given atom

S�i Q; nkð Þ ¼
Q2ui

2
� �

3
exp �Q

2ai2

3

� �
(1)

where Q (Å�1) is the momentum transferred to the sample, nk is
the energy of a vibrational mode, ui (Å) is the displacement
vector of atom i in mode k, s is the neutron scattering cross
section of the atom, and ai (Å) is related to a mass-weighted
sum of the displacements of the atom in all the vibrational
modes. The harmonic frequencies (energies) of the vibrational
modes correspond to eigenvalues, and the displacements to
eigenvectors, of the dynamical matrix calculated by the Density
Functional Theory – Plane-Wave (DFT-PW) methodology.

The spectra were obtained at the ISIS Pulsed Neutron Source
of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (United Kingdom), on
the TOSCA spectrometer.43 This is an indirect geometry time-of-
flight, high resolution ((DE/E) ca. 1.25%), broad range spectro-
meter. The samples (2–3 g) were wrapped in 4 � 4 cm
aluminium foil sachets, which filled the beam, and placed in
thin walled aluminium cans. To reduce the impact of the
Debye–Waller factor (the exponential term in eqn (1)) on the
observed spectral intensity, the samples were cooled to ca. 10 K.
Data were recorded in the energy range �24 to 4000 cm�1 and
converted to the conventional scattering law, S(Q, n) vs. energy
transfer (in cm�1) through standard programs.

Simultaneous INS and Raman. The simultaneous INS and
Raman experiments were carried out at the ISIS using the
TOSCA spectrometer for collecting the INS data and a Renishaw
inVia apparatus with a 300 mW 785 nm Toptica diode laser for
obtaining the Raman spectra. In this configuration, the laser
is fibre-optically coupled to a specially designed centrestick
suitable for insertion into a 100 mm-bore cryostat, and is
focused down to a spot size of ca. 50 mm diameter through a
1 mm thick sapphire window sited in the lid of the sample
can,44 yielding ca. 18 mW at the sample position The WIREt
2.0 software from Renishaw was used for focusing the laser
onto the sample (by vertical tuning) and for acquiring the
Raman data (the Raman signal returning along the same path).

The temperature at the sample was measured (with an
accuracy of �0.5 K) using calibrated rhodium–iron resistance
thermometers attached to both the cryostat heat exchanger and
the sample can.

EXAFS

X-ray absorption experiments were performed at the B18 beam-
line of the Diamond Light Source.45 The measurements were
carried out using the Cr-coated branch of collimating and
focusing mirrors and a Si(111) double-crystal monochromator.
The size of the beam at the sample position was approximately
1 mm (h) � 0.5 mm (v). All the samples were measured both in
the solid state and in aqueous solution, into specific sample
holders for liquids with 1 cm thickness. The solid samples were
prepared as self-supported pellets using cellulose powder as the
blank, the thickness was optimized to obtain an edge jump
close to one and the pellets were measured inside a liquid
nitrogen cryostat at a temperature of about 77 K. The data were

Table 1 Selected calculated and experimental geometric parametersa for
the metal coordination sphere of the cDDP–G2 adduct

Parameter

Calculated

ExperimentalbIsolated moleculec Solidd

Bond lengths (pm)
Pt–N7(I) 205.0 199.1 196.2
Pt–N7(II) 205.0 202.2 201.0
Pt–NH3(I) 206.5 203.7 204.8
Pt–NH3(II) 206.5 203.4 196.9

Intracomplex distances (pm)
N7(I)–N7(II) 298.6 295.8 383.1
O6(I)–O6(II) 461.0 310.0 410.2

Bond angles (degrees)
NH3–Pt–NH3 92.39 93.92 93.21
N7(I)–Pt–N7(II) 93.49 94.99 90.87
N7(I)–Pt–NH3(I) 86.94 87.15 88.06
N7(II)–Pt–NH3(II) 86.94 85.24 87.79
N7(I)–Pt–NH3(II) 176.30 172.54 178.36
N7(II)–Pt–NH3(I) 176.30 169.91 177.09

Dihedral angles (degrees)
NH3(II)–Pt–C5C6(I) 11.73 2.52 9.25
NH3(I)–Pt–C5C6(II) �11.73 �36.87 �17.27

a Atoms are numbered according to Fig. 1. b From ref. 40. c At the DFT/
mPW1PW level. d At the DFT-PW/LDA level.
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measured in transmission, with ion chambers before and after
the sample was filled with appropriate mixtures of inert gases
to optimize the sensitivity (I0: 80 mbar of Ar and 920 mbar of
He, resulting in an overall efficiency of 15%; It: 250 mbar of Kr
and 750 mbar of He, with 60% efficiency). The XAS data were
collected in quick EXAFS mode, by scanning continuously the
monochromator, each acquisition lasting about 6 minutes with
several repetitions run for each sample in order to reach a good
signal to noise ratio (10 to 30, depending on the concentration
of Pt). The EXAFS spectra at the Pt L3-edge (11 564 eV) were
obtained from 200 eV before the edge up to 1500 eV after the
edge (corresponding to 20 Å�1 in k-space), with a constant step
size equivalent to 1 eV. EXAFS data on the solutions were
collected in fluorescence mode, by means of a 9-element solid
state Germanium detector and shortening the range to 1250 eV
after the edge (corresponding to 18 Å�1 in k-space) because of
the lower signal to noise ratio. Data were normalized using the

program Athena46 with a linear pre-edge and polynomial post-
edge background subtracted from the raw ln(It/I0) data.

Theoretical calculations

Geometry optimization and optical vibrational spectra simula-
tion. The quantum mechanical calculations were performed for the
cisplatin adducts under study using the GAUSSIAN program47

within the Density Functional Theory (DFT) approach, in order to
properly account for the electron correlation effects. The hybrid
mPW1PW91 exchange–correlation functional, which comprises a
modified version of the exchange term of Perdew–Wang and the
Perdew–Wang 91 gradient-corrected correlation functional,48,49 was
used, along with the double-zeta split valence basis set 6-31G**50

for all atoms except platinum, for which the Los Alamos relativistic
effective core potentials developed by Hay and Wadt51 in a double-
zeta splitting scheme (LANL2DZ), were applied, n = 5 and n = 6
being considered as valence electron shells.

Table 2 Main experimental and calculated vibrational wavenumbers for the cDDP–A2 and cDDP–G2 adducts

cDDP–A2 cDDP–G2

Approximate descriptiona

Calculated Experimental Calculated Experimental

Isolated moleculeb FTIR Raman INS Isolated moleculeb Solidc FTIR Raman INS

3364 3270 3476 3395 3442 3427 — nas(NH3)
3318 3270 3286 3334 3295 — nas(NH2)
3179 3191 3179 3187 3182 3219 n(C8H)

3140 3115 3147 — ns(NH2)
3001 2960 2965 2875 2915 2942 n(N1H)
2992 2927 nas(NH3)
3097 2880 n(C2H)

1721 1692 1697 1686 1678 n(CQO)
1647 1637 1673 1629 a(NH2) + d(N9H)

1597 1603 1577 1600 1600 1606 1631 1600 1589 das(NH3)
1497 1503 1475 1493 1474 n(N1C2) + n(N7C8)

1467 1470 1496 a(NH2) + d(C2H)
1413 1455 — d(C2H) + d(N9H)
1380 1385 1393 1375 n(C4C5)
1373 1353 1352 1348 1337 1399 1383 1387 1395 ds(NH3)
1328 1319 1308 d(C2H)
1303 1312 n(N7C5) + d(C2H)
1225 1230 1181 1225 1273 1260 1261 1256 1263 n(N9C8)
1133 1145 1168 1168 1175 1159 1266 d(N9H) + d(C8H) + n(N1C6)
1090 1116 1123 1126 1109 1112 1120 — 1114 d(C5N9C8) + d(C6C5N9) + t(NH2)

1046 1049 1043 1046 1050 d(NH2) + d(N1H)
1030 1040 1047 1014 t(NH2)
932 947 944 955 923 943 949 — 913 r(NH3)

873 844 878 — 864 r(NH3)
866 899 892 887 o(NH2)
823 830 818 823 840 849 842 852 r(NH3)

688 680 688 679 677 t(NH2)
705 723 720 735 623 645 644 645 635 g(C8H) + ring breathing
655 643 616 g(N9H)
552 571 560 554 539 538 557 ns(NH3–Pt–NH3); t(NH2)
536 538 516 540 547 523 503 515 nas(NH3–Pt–NH3)
525 465 d(N1C6N6); d(N3C4N9)

375 370 — 373 374 d(C6QO); t(N7PtN7)
360 — 356 d(N7PtN7); d(C5C6N6)
309 — 312 324 267 273 — 278 274 d(NH3–Pt–NH3)
293 — 286 285 235 — 234 t(NH3)
220 — 246 244 Adenine butterfly
152 — 161 g(N7PtN7)

a Atoms are numbered according to Fig. 1. n – stretching, d – in-plane deformation, g – out-of-plane deformation, a – scissoring, t – twisting,
r – rocking, o – wagging, t – torsion, s – symmetric, as – anti-symmetric. b At the DFT/mPW1PW91 level, scaled as described in the Experimental
section using scaling factors from ref. 22 and 53. c At the DFT-PW/LDA level, unscaled.
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Molecular geometries were fully optimized by the Berny
algorithm, using redundant internal coordinates:52 the bond
lengths to within ca. 0.1 pm and the bond angles to within
ca. 0.11. The final root-mean-square (rms) gradients were always
less than 3 � 10�4 hartree bohr�1 or hartree radian�1. Harmonic
vibrational wavenumbers, as well as Raman activities and infra-
red intensities, were obtained at the same theory level as the
geometry optimizations.

In order to correct for anharmonicity, the calculated fre-
quencies for the isolated molecules were scaled before compar-
ing with the experimental data. Different scaling factors
were applied to distinct frequency sets: adapted from Merrick
and co-workers53 for the organic moieties of the adducts
(0.9513 and 0.9846 below and above 700 cm�1, respectively);
and the parameters developed by Amado et al.22 for the
inorganic part (H3N–Pt–NH3) (0.92 (nNH3

), 0.97 (dNH3
), 1.01

(rNH3
) and 1.12 (nPtN, dNPtN)). This was considered a valid

approach since the vibrational transition energies of the
adenine and guanine ligands are well separated from those
involving the metal (i.e. there is no significant overlap between the
vibrational eigenvectors of the organic and inorganic moieties
of the adducts).

DFT Plane-Wave (DFT-PW) calculations were also performed
for the systems under study, within the Perdew–Zunger local
density approximation (LDA),54 and using plane-wave expan-
sions, as implemented in the PWSCF code from the Quantum
Espresso package.55 The atomic coordinates were fully optimized
using the published crystal structures of anhydrous guanine and
adenine as a starting point.56,57 PW calculations performed for
the cDDP–G2 adduct were accomplished using the crystal struc-
ture of cis-[Pt(NH3)2EG2]SO4�4H2O (EG = ethylguanine).40 Unit
cell parameters were kept at their experimental values. The ethyl
groups in the asymmetric unit were deleted and the spatial
coordinates of hydrogen atoms were inferred empirically and
inserted in the crystal structure using the XCrysden software.58

The pseudopotentials employed were of the norm-conserving
type – a Von Barth–Car approach was applied to the H and
C atoms,59 a Martins–Troullier60 type was used for O and N, and a
Bachelet–Hamann–Schlüter61 type for S. For Pt, a plane-wave-based
norm-conserving relativistic pseudopotential was built,26 to be
applied with the Perdew–Zunger LDA functional. This choice of
methods was guided by the fact that Raman activities can only be
calculated with PWSCF methods, using a LDA DFT approach and
norm-conserving pseudopotentials. A cut-off energy of 70 Ry and a
Monkhorst–Pack grid62 of 3 � 3 � 3 were found to be sufficient to
attain convergence. The dynamical matrix was calculated for the
optimized geometries within the Density Functional Perturbation
theory,63 and was diagonalized to obtain the vibrational normal
mode wavenumbers, as well as the Raman activities. No scaling was
used for the wavenumbers calculated for the condensed phase.

Calculation of the INS spectra. The theoretical INS transition
intensities were obtained from the calculated normal mode
eigenvectors of the quantum mechanical calculations, and the
spectra simulated using the dedicated aCLIMAX program.64

Calculation of EXAFS data. The fit of the experimental
EXAFS data was performed by using the program Artemis,

which is based on the FEFF code65 for theoretical calculation
of the scattering paths’ intensities and phases contributing to
the EXAFS signal.

Results and discussion
Optimized structures for the cisplatin–purine adducts

The calculated geometry for the most stable conformation of
the cDDP–G2 adduct is presented in Fig. 1, both for the isolated
molecule and the condensed phase. Almost all crystal struc-
tures of cDDP–guanine adducts published so far have an HT
(head-to-tail) orientation, with a preferred Pt coordination at
the N7 position of the purine ligand. However, since an HT
arrangement in native DNA is unfavoured due to steric effects,
the presently obtained solid state structure was based on the
reported X-ray data for the HH (head-to-head) analogous system
with ethylguanine,40 including eight water molecules and
two sulphate ions in the unit cell (due to cisplatin’s activation
with Ag2SO4). It is worth noticing that the two guanine ligands
are not geometrically equivalent in this optimized geometry
(I and II, Fig. 1(B)), as opposed to the isolated molecule (Fig. 1(A)).

Fig. 2 INS experimental spectra for cisplatin (cDDP), reduced glutathione
(GSH) and cDDP–GSH2. The calculated structure (DFT/B3LYP 6-31G**) of
reduced glutathione is also shown, as well as a schematic representation
of some possible coordination modes to cisplatin (adapted from ref. 11).
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The average Pt–N7 bond length was calculated to be 201 pm for
the solid (205 pm in the isolated molecule), in good agreement
with the reported experimental values of 199 pm and 205 (respec-
tively from X-ray crystallography40,66,67 and NMR68). A quite strong
H-bonding type interaction occurs between the carbonyl-oxygen
from the base (O6) and the drug NH3, with a d((N)H � � � O6) equal
to 191.3 and 178.9 pm. The optimized geometric parameters
presently obtained for the Pt(II) coordination sphere within the
guanine adduct are given in Table 1, and compared with the
reported X-ray diffraction values.40

Contrary to the cisplatin–guanine adduct, information on
cDDP–A2 is surprisingly scarce in the literature, despite the
utmost importance of understanding the drug’s preference for
guanine over adenine for a successful rational design of new
cisplatin-like antitumoural agents. Hence, no condensed phase
calculations could be performed for this system due to lack of a
suitable X-ray model. The optimized structure for the isolated

molecule is shown in Fig. 1(A), displaying two equivalent adenine
moieties as previously found for isolated cDDP–G2, and a non-
planar NH2 group partly due to steric repulsion between the amine
hydrogens and those of the drug NH3 ligands (d(N6� � �H(N)drug =
202 pm)). Regarding the metal coordination site, the calculated
Pt–NH3 and Pt–N7 bond lengths are fairly similar (208.0 and
204.8 pm, respectively) and just slightly longer than those
obtained for cDDP–G2 (206.5 and 205.0 pm, respectively, Table 1).
Interestingly, when comparing both adducts the Pt–NH3 bond
length is the one displaying a more significant change, and not
Pt–N7 as could be expected.

Vibrational spectroscopy

The complementary INS, Raman and FTIR data gathered for
the systems under study (Table 2) allowed us to detect and
accurately assign their entire vibrational profile, including the
low energy oscillators reflecting the metal coordination to

Fig. 3 Raman experimental spectra for cisplatin (cDDP), adenine (A,28) and cDDP–A2.
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either N or S atoms, which is paramount for determining the
exact coordination pattern of the drug to DNA. These results
were interpreted in the light of the full conformational analysis
previously performed by the authors for cisplatin21–23,25,26 and
the purine bases adenine28 and guanine,27 as well as for the
optimized structures presently obtained for reduced glutathione
(Fig. 2), [cDDP–A2] and [cDDP–G2] (Fig. 1).

The cisplatin–purine adducts exist as a fluxional mixture of
conformers, as free rotation around the Pt–N7 bond allows an
equilibrium between the HH and HT atropisomers,69 leading to a
high degree of conformational freedom. This is responsible for
the broadened features observed in the corresponding optical
vibrational spectra, as well as for the complexity of the measured
INS pattern. Additionally, the Raman intensities are considerably
lower for the adducts than for the free bases (Fig. 3 and 4), which
can be explained by the stacking of the purine molecules in the
crystal lattice of the adduct, that lead to a decrease in polarisa-
bility. As expected, the intense Raman bands at 162 and 324 cm�1

ascribed to cisplatin’s Cl–Pt–Cl deformation and Pt–Cl stretching
modes, respectively,25 are not detected for the adenine adduct
(Fig. 3), showing that the sample is free from unreacted drug.

Indeed, the typical bands from the drug were found to
disappear upon interaction with DNA bases, namely the Raman
signals due to d(ClPtCl) and n(ClPtCl) (Fig. 3), and the INS
features g0(ClPtN), g(ClPtN), d(ClPtN) and nas(ClPtN) (Fig. 5 and 6),
corresponding to the metal coordination environment in
cisplatin. Additionally, new features, characteristic of drug
binding to the DNA purines, were evident in the spectra of
the adducts: For cDDP–A2, d(N7PtN7), d(NCN) and d(C8H) were
clearly observed in the Raman spectrum at 356, 465 and
1225 cm�1, respectively, while the very intense Raman band
at 1334 cm�1 assigned to adenine’s n(C5N7) and n(C8N7) dis-
appeared in the adduct (Fig. 3 and Table 2). Regarding cDDP–
G2, the g(N7C8N9) and n(C5N7) vibrations were detected in the
Raman spectrum at 635 and 1046 cm�1, and n(PtN7) and
g(C8N9H) gave rise to INS bands at 557 and 1050 cm�1.
Guanine’s (C8N9) and (CQO) stretching modes (at 1232/26,
1265/69, and 1549/1550 cm�1, respectively, in Raman/INS27)
were visibly affected by adduct formation, while guanine’s INS
signal from the butterfly mode was shifted from 177/196 to
274 cm�1 (Fig. 6 and Table 2). Formation of a stable drug–
guanine entity was clearly evidenced by the shift detected in INS

Fig. 4 Raman experimental spectra for cisplatin (cDDP), guanine (G,27) and cDDP–G2.
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for the d(N1C6QO) mode of the purine moiety in the adduct
relative to the free base, from 403 in G27 to 374 cm�1 in cDDP–
G2 (Fig. 6), due to a stabilizing H-bonding interaction between
cisplatin’s NH3’s and the carbonyl oxygen from the base. For
both adducts, the INS r(NH3) and d(NH3) modes from the drug
(at 808 and ca. 1300 cm�1) were blue-shifted upon cDDP–purine
coordination (to ca. 950/910 and 1350/1390 cm�1 for adenine
and guanine adducts respectively, Fig. 5 and 6).

The conflicting nature of the studies reporting the formation
of Pt–GSH adducts upon incubation of cisplatin with reduced
glutathione,9,11,70 (Fig. 2) and the involvement of this endo-
genous cellular antioxidant in cisplatin’s acquired resistance
mechanisms, urges a thorough understanding, at the mole-
cular level, of cDDP–GSH interplay (via Pt binding to the thiol
group, pk = 9.271). This was presently tackled by simultaneous
neutron and Raman scattering experiments that enabled us to
collect complementary information under exactly the same
conditions,26,44 yielding most of the vibrational modes of the
systems under study. Interaction with glutathione was detected in
the spectral profiles of both GSH and the anticancer agent: the

Raman n(SH) mode from reduced (free) glutathione (at 2525 cm�1,72

Fig. 7) was found to disappear (as expected) upon drug-binding,
as well as most of the GSH very intense INS bands between 300
and 500 cm�1, reflecting drug coordination (Fig. 2). Also, the
carbonyl stretching modes from the amide and carboxylic GSH
moieties (at 1628 and 1703 cm�1) were strongly affected, and
were hardly observed in the (cDDP–GSH) (1 : 2) adduct. Regard-
ing cisplatin, low frequency bands typical of Pt–Cl coordination
(both INS and Raman) disappeared as the chlorides were
replaced by glutathione’s sulfur atoms. New signals appeared
such as those assigned to d(N–Pt–S), at 334 cm�1, while the
bands due to n(Pt–N), detected at 505/521 cm�1 for the free
drug, were clearly affected by the presence of glutathione
(Fig. 2). Apart from the intense band centred at 334 cm�1,
observed in both the Raman and INS spectra, two other
distinctive features appear in the neutron scattering spectrum,
at 410 and 555 cm�1, ascribed to skeletal deformations within
the glutathione molecule (d(CCS) and d(NCC), respectively),
shifted relative to free GSH owing to metal coordination
(Fig. 2). Additionally, glutathione coordination to Pt(II) is

Fig. 5 INS experimental spectra for cisplatin (cDDP), adenine (A) and cDDP–A2.
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responsible for disruption of the NH3� � �Cl intramolecular close
contacts in cisplatin, leaving the ammine groups free to inter-
act with the glutathione carbonyls via quite strong H-bonds,
which explains the marked blue shift detected for t(NH3) in
INS, from 200 cm�1 in the free drug25 to ca. 330 cm�1 in
cDDP(GSH)2 (Fig. 2). These interactions also explain the blue
shift detected for the drug’s NH3 rocking modes (INS bands
centred at 800 cm�1)19 upon GSH binding (Table 2). In the (1 : 2)
cisplatin : glutathione adduct, the favoured binding mode is
expected to be a monodentate one, through the preferred GSH’s
sulfur atoms, no NH3 by S substitution taking place in the
metal’s coordination sphere (2S + 2N(H3), Fig. 2), which is in
accordance with the observed vibrational pattern, evidencing
typical n(Pt–S) features and shifted n(Pt–N(H3)) signals (prob-
ably to lower wavenumbers, ca. 350 cm�1).

Although glutathione is recognized to play a major role in
the mechanism of cellular resistance to cisplatin and cisplatin-
like drugs, by effectively coordinating to Pt(II) before the
drug reaches its target (DNA),11,12,73 nothing is known (at the
molecular level) regarding the role of GSH in promoting
the disruption of platinated DNA adducts. The present simul-
taneous INS and Raman scattering data evidenced a clear
difference between the spectra of cDDP–G2 and that of the

GSH-titrated adduct (cDDP–G2 + GSH, Fig. 8), due to substitu-
tion of guanine (N7) by glutathione (S atoms) in the metal
coordination sphere. A very intense Raman band centred at
around 330 cm�1 was a common feature to all GSH-containing
samples (Fig. 7), assigned to n(Pt–S) and not discernible by
INS (due to the very low incoherent cross-section of sulfur).
Still, attending to the detection of several characteristic INS
bands from guanine – namely d(N1C6QO) (at 376 cm�1) and
d(C4N9C8) (at 844 cm�1) (Fig. 8) – GSH does not appear
to substitute the purine base completely, both coexisting as
Pt(II) ligands. This is corroborated by the EXAFS results for the
drug–guanine adduct (see below) as opposed to the adenine
homologue, and is justified by the higher stability of cDDP–G2

relative to cDDP–A2 (based on the formation of favouring
(N)Hdrug� � �O(QC)guanineH-bonds).

EXAFS

Before performing a detailed fitting of the collected data, it is
possible to get a sense of the local environment (first coordina-
tion sphere) of the Pt centre in the different samples by
observing and comparing the different XAS signals. When
analysing the cDDP solid state and aqueous solution it is clear
that both XANES and EXAFS curves are almost identical, apart

Fig. 6 INS experimental spectra for cisplatin (cDDP), guanine (G) and cDDP–G2.
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from the fact that the data for aqueous solution are more noisy
and from a slightly different intensity in the white line (that
may be due to normalization procedures, or due to the fact that
one measurement has been done in transmission and the other
in fluorescence mode) (Fig. S1, ESI‡). In order to have a clear
interpretation of the signals it is worth starting from the spectra
of the references to obtain a deeper understanding of the signal
obtained for all the other samples and disclose which kind of
variations we could expect. Fig. 9 shows the XANES (a), EXAFS
function (b) and Fourier transform (c) of Pt(Cl)4, Pt(NH3)4 and
Pt(GSH)4 solid samples, which are our standards for Pt atoms
with three different coordination shells (4 Cl, 4 N and 4 S atoms

respectively). The figure shows how the position of the edge in
the XANES does not shift conspicuously, and is almost the
same for Pt(NH3)4 and Pt(GSH)4. Hence it would be difficult to
distinguish quantitatively between different ligands only on the
basis of the XANES, although there are still appreciable changes
in the features after the edge. On the other hand, the EXAFS
shows a big difference in the Pt–N bond length in Pt(NH3)4

while it would be difficult to distinguish between Pt–Cl and
Pt–S since they have comparable bond length and scattering
power (due to the similar atomic number). The EXAFS fit of the
standards (Table 3) allowed us to optimize the bond length and
to obtain useful parameters such as amplitude (S0

2), energy

Fig. 7 Raman experimental spectra for reduced (GSH) and oxidised (GS) glutathione, for cDDP–A2 and for cDDP–A2 upon GSH titration (1 : 2).
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Fig. 8 INS experimental spectra for reduced (GSH) and oxidised (GS) glutathione, for cDDP–G2 and for cDDP–G2 upon GSH titration (1 : 2).

Fig. 9 (A) XANES, (B) EXAFS function w(k) and (C) its Fourier transform for Pt(NH3)4, Pt(Cl)4 and Pt(GSH)4 standards, respectively, in black, red and
blue lines.
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shift (E0) and Debye–Waller factors (s2) that will be used as
starting points for the two-phase fit of the samples where a mixed
coordination is expected: xN ligands and (4 � x) Cl or S ligands.

Cisplatin–purine adducts

For cisplatin the number of first-neighbours around Pt(II) is 4
(2N/2Cl), in a square planar geometry. The number and type of
neighbour atoms and their distance from the Pt(II) centre in the
adducts under study were determined by analysis of the XANES
and EXAFS spectra obtained for the (1 : 1) and (1 : 2) adenine and
guanine adducts (Fig. 10) that reflected the coordination patterns
PtN3Cl for [cDDP–A] and [cDDP–G], and PtN4 for [cDDP–A2] and
[cDDP–G2]. A linear combination fit of the XANES data based on
the two standards Pt(NH3)4 and Pt(Cl)4 was used to estimate the
percentage of N and Cl atoms in the Pt first coordination sphere.
The results were 43% N and 57% Cl for cDDP (so approximately a
coordination of PtN2Cl2) and 100% N ligands for [cDDP–A2] and
[cDDP–G2] (so PtN4). A more accurate EXAFS fit in the R-space
of the first shell (1–2.5 Å) was performed, to double check the
preliminary XANES results and obtain further information
about the geometry such as bond length. For each spectrum,
the fit was performed a first time leaving all the parameters free
and a second time fixing the coordination number to the
expected values (according to methods of synthesis, XANES
estimation and optimized values from the first fit) to reduce the
number of variables, correlations, and consequently errors rela-
tive to the other parameters optimized by the fit (see Table 4). It
was found that the coordination numbers C.N. expected were

confirmed to be 2 N and 2 Cl for cDDP and 4 N for [cDDP–A2]
and [cDDP–G2]. It is worth noting that the Pt–N bond lengths
were slightly shortened with respect to the Pt(NH3)4 reference,
while the Pt–Cl bond lengths were slightly elongated. The high
quality of the fits, appreciable in Fig. 10, was confirmed by the
low values of the R-factor and by the fact that all the optimized
values for the other parameters were in a reasonable range set by
their physical meaning and were coherent with the ones found
for the standards.

Cisplatin–glutathione adducts

The thiol-containing tripeptide glutathione (GSH) is an essential
endogenous antioxidant that avoids severe oxidative damage
to important cellular components, by acting as an electron
donor (being converted into glutathione disulphide, GSSG).
Although several reported studies have shown that GSH plays
a major role in the mechanism of acquired cellular resistance to
cisplatin and cisplatin-like drugs,11,12 by coordinating to the drug’s
Pt(II) centre before this reaches its target (DNA), no molecular
evidence exists on the role of glutathione in triggering disruption
of platinated adenine or guanine adducts. Under physiological
conditions glutathione is present in high concentrations in
the cell (ca. 5 mM) and prompt disruption of the Pt–N bond
in these DNA adducts can occur, GSH displacing the amine
ligands from the purine bases and giving rise to the favoured
Pt–S coordination.

In order to assess GSH competition for Pt(II) over DNA
purine bases, cDDP–A2 and cDDP–G2 were titrated with reduced

Table 3 Results of EXAFS fit for standardsa

Sample R-factor S0
2 E0 (eV) CN R (Å) s2 (10�3 Å2)

Pt(NH3)4 0.00931 0.88 � 0.04 8.1 � 0.6 4 N 2.039 � 0.004 2.5 � 0.4
PtCl4 0.01158 0.73 � 0.04 9.5 � 0.7 4 Cl 2.309 � 0.004 1.5 � 0.4
Pt(GSH)4 0.01981 0.81 � 0.07 5.5 � 0.8 4 S 2.313 � 0.006 3.2 � 0.7

a The fit was performed on the first shell of the EXAFS signal with coordination numbers fixed and all the other parameters free. S0
2: passive

electron reduction factor; CN: number and type of ligands bond to platinum; R: Pt–ligand distance; s2: Debye–Waller factor.

Fig. 10 (A) XANES, (B) Fourier transform of EXAFS w(k) data and best fits for cisplatin and cisplatin–purine adduct samples.
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glutathione (GSH) and the changes in the local atomic structure
around Pt(II) relative to the DNA adducts were screened by
EXAFS. The spectroscopic pattern of the resulting products, upon
breaking of the adenine and guanine (1 : 2) adducts, revealed at
least two sulfur atoms in the metal’s first coordination sphere
(Fig. 11), as proof of platinum’s coordination to glutathione,
either in a mono- or bidentate pattern, respectively, through
its sulphur atoms alone or via both sulphur and nitrogen
sites (Fig. 2). These data corroborate platinum’s preference for sulfur
as compared to nitrogen binding sites (from A or G) that led to a
partial or complete Pt–N by Pt–S substitution in the metal’s coordi-
nation sphere. This constitutes a clear spectroscopic evidence of the
well-recognized resistance mechanism to cisplatin’s cytotoxic
activity in vivo due to glutathione competition.

Additionally, these results establish cisplatin’s preference
for guanine over adenine, due to the formation of a favoured
H-bond between cisplatin’s NH3 and guanine’s carbonyl oxygen
(Fig. 1). Actually, upon titration with increasing amounts of
glutathione a complete N for S substitution in the metal’s
coordination sphere was observed only for [cDDP–A2] (PtN4 to
PtS4 coordination sphere), while a N2S2 local environment
around the metal was obtained for the titrated guanine species
(PtN4 to PtN2S2, Fig. 11).

As already done for the cisplatin–purine adducts, a linear
combination fit of the XANES data was performed also for this

series of samples using as standards Pt(NH3)4 and Pt(GSH)4.
Although the difference between the spectra of the standards is
less evident, so a precise evaluation of each component’s
contribution is more complicated, it is still possible to estimate
the percentage of N and S atoms in the Pt first coordination
sphere. In sum, in the case of adenine a partial disruption of
Pt–N bonds in favour of Pt–S (64%) is found for the (1 : 1) ratio
and the full PtS4 coordination is reached upon increasing the
ratio of glutathione to (1 : 4). On the other hand, for guanine the
(1 : 1) ratio does not show any interference by GSH and is
comparable to PtN4 coordination; while the (1 : 2) highlights a
disruption which is not completed with 25% of N and 75% of
S atoms. The EXAFS fit was performed using the same proce-
dure already described for the cisplatin–purine adducts and the
results are reported in Table 5. The large reported errors in two
of the four fits are due to the fact that, to maintain a coherent
method and have a better comparison of the results, these fits
consider both Pt–N and Pt–S scattering paths even if only N
(cDDP–A2 + GSH 1 : 2) or only S (cDDP–G2 + GSH 1 : 1) neigh-
bours are expected. The introduction of three extra parameters
that cannot be optimized in the fit procedure caused a higher
overall uncertainty due to the correlations between variables.
The fits were then refined (even rows in Table 5) using only one
type of ligand (either N or S), fixing the coordination numbers to
4 and optimizing solely the amplitude S0

2, which yielded errors

Table 4 Results of EXAFS fit for cisplatin and cisplatin–purine adductsa

Sample R-factor S0
2 E0 (eV) CNN RN (Å) sN

2 (10�3 Å2) CNCl RCl (Å) sCl
2 (10�3 Å2)

cDDP 0.00871 0.82 � 0.07 11.8 � 1.1 2.3 � 0.5 2.043 � 0.019 2.8 � 2.2 1.7 � 0.5 2.317 � 0.006 1.4 � 1.0
0.00935 0.79 � 0.05 11.5 � 0.7 2 2.036 � 0.009 1.8 � 0.8 2 2.315 � 0.004 1.8 � 0.4

cDDP–A2 0.01164 0.92 � 0.40 9.7 � 1.4 4.0 � 0.9 2.019 � 0.018 2.5 � 1.6 0.0 � 0.9 — —
0.02789 0.91 � 0.07 9.5 � 0.8 4 2.019 � 0.007 2.4 � 0.9 0 — —

cDDP–G2 0.00805 0.81 � 0.04 10.6 � 1.3 4.0 � 0.4 2.024 � 0.007 1.8 � 0.9 0.0 � 0.4 — —
0.01940 0.80 � 0.06 10.8 � 0.8 4 2.023 � 0.005 1.7 � 0.5 0 — —

a For each sample, the fit was performed on the first shell of the EXAFS signal with all parameters free (first row) and with coordination numbers
fixed to expected values (second row). S0

2: passive electron reduction factor; CNX: number of X atoms bond to platinum; RX: Pt–X distance; sX
2: X

atom Debye–Waller factor.

Fig. 11 (A) XANES and (B) Fourier transform of EXAFS w(k) data and best fits for cisplatin–purine adducts with increasing GSH ratio ((1 : 1) and (1 : 2)).
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of 0.05 that are comparable to those obtained for all the other
samples. The optimized coordination numbers thus obtained
confirmed the trends observed from the XANES linear combi-
nation studies, and led to 2 Pt–N and 2 Pt–S bonds for (1 : 2)
[cDDP–A2] + GSH and 4 Pt–S bonds for (1 : 4) [cDDP–A2] + GSH,
while PtN2S2 and PtN4 coordination patterns were achieved for
[cDDP–G2] + GSH upon increase of the glutathione ratio. The
coordination of GSH seems to introduce an elongation of the
remaining Pt–N bonds with respect to the optimized distances
of the cisplatin–purine adducts and a larger spread in the
distribution of the distances evidenced by higher Debye–Waller
factors. The high quality of the fits, appreciable in Fig. 11, was
confirmed by the low values of the R-factor and by the fact that
all the optimized values for the other parameters were coherent
with the ones found for the standards.

Conclusions

The results obtained in this study of cisplatin’s adducts with
DNA purine bases, as well as with glutathione, has enabled a
thorough understanding of the cisplatin–DNA interplay at the
molecular level, which is the basis for the drug’s growth-
inhibitory and cytotoxic activities, as well as of the acquired
resistance process due to intracellular drug scavenging by
glutathione prior to reaching the biological target.

The complementary INS, FTIR and Raman data, combined
with DFT-PW theoretical approaches, has allowed access to the
complete vibrational pattern of the systems under study,
including the low energy region reflecting the metal coordina-
tion sphere and leading to the identification of their vibrational
spectral signature. EXAFS has led to an unambiguous determi-
nation of the local environment of the Pt(II) centre in the drug
adducts with the purine bases A and G during interaction
with the pharmacological target (pharmacodynamics), and
yielded a precise molecular picture of their glutathione-
induced metabolic deactivation (pharmacokinetics). Addition-
ally, cisplatin’s preference for guanine over adenine during
interaction with DNA was evidenced by glutathione titration
assays of the [drug–purine] adducts: upon GSH titration of
[cDDP–A2] and [cDDP–G2] a complete N by S substitution in
the metal’s coordination sphere was only observed for the
former, reflecting a somewhat weaker Pt–A binding relative to

Pt–G, i.e. a higher stability of the guanine species. Additionally,
the EXAFS experiments currently performed allowed unequivocal
verification of Pt coordination to GSH.

Following the synthesis and cytotoxicity evaluation of this
kind of metal-based antineoplastic agents, the combined use of
EXAFS and vibrational spectroscopy techniques, coupled with
theoretical calculations, has led to an improved understanding
of the mode of action of these compounds, at the molecular
level, and provided valuable clues for the rational design of
novel cisplatin-like drugs, such as polynuclear Pt(II)- and Pd(II)-
polyamine chelates which have been studied by the authors
in the last few years. These are intended to display higher
efficiency, lower toxicity, decreased acquired resistance and
possibly allow oral administration.
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